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Abstract 
The pursuit of human needs and demands is placing more pressure on land resources than ever 
before. The challenge of feeding 7 billion people is increasingly competing with rising demands for 
materials and biofuels. Deforestation and land degradation are among the pressing outcomes of 
these trends. Drivers of environmental change—including population growth, economic activity, 
consumption, urbanization, trade, conflict, and governance—clearly play a role in aggravating or 
mitigating these pressures on land. Despite advances in understanding causality in complex sys-
tems, navigating the interactions between these drivers remains a major challenge. This paper 
analyzes and visualizes the relationships between multiple, interacting drivers of environmental 
change and specific pressures on land-based ecosystems. Drawing on experience from the devel-
opment of the Drivers and Land chapters of the UN Environment Programme’s Fifth Global Envi-
ronment Outlook report (GEO-5), we use a series of Kiviat diagrams to illustrate the relative in-
fluence of key drivers on selected pressures on land. When individual diagrams are overlaid, pat-
terns of influence emerge that can provide insight into where policy responses might best be tar-
geted. We propose that, subject to some limitations, the Kiviat exercise can provide an accessible 
and potentially valuable “knowledge-intermediary” tool to help link science-based information to 
policy action. 
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1. Introduction 
Human activities are intensifying stresses on the Earth System—and producing biophysical surprises. Recently, 
planetary-scale transitions to a disturbance-dominated regime have become a major focus of research [1]-[3]. 
The Amazon basin provides emerging evidence of a terrestrial ecosystem experiencing such a biophysical tran-
sition, due largely to human influence. Loss of carbon storage and altered energy and water cycles, beyond the 
magnitude of natural variability, are among the most pressing potential consequences of repeated, prolonged 
disturbances in the Amazon basin [4]. Near-surface permafrost represents another system potentially undergoing 
a major shift: permafrost temperatures across the Arctic have increased by about 2˚C over the past 20 - 30 years 
[5], and climate projections indicate a substantial and irreversible loss of up to 85% to 90% of near-surface per-
mafrost by 2100 [6] [7]. Such rapid thawing would increase atmospheric CO2 concentrations, amplify surface 
warming and initiate a positive carbon feedback that could lead to a directional change in the carbon balance for 
the Arctic (from a sink to a source) as early as the mid-2020s; nullifying up to 88% of the total global land sink 
[8]. 

Such critical transformations highlight the need to manage competition between current demands and future 
scenarios for biophysical systems, as well as to improve knowledge of the implications associated with altering 
the prevailing pressures on the environment [3] [4] [9]. In particular, pressures on land-based natural resources 
are increasing; despite internationally agreed goals intended to improve their management [10]. Recent studies, 
including large-scale integrated assessments, have modeled interrelated factors affecting land competition and 
suggest that future policy decisions across the agriculture, forestry, energy and conservation sectors will pro-
foundly affect the intensification of both environmental stresses and future demand [11]. 

Demand is rising simultaneously for food, livestock feed, biofuels, and materials such as timber, alongside 
other competing demands (e.g. for carbon stocks, biodiversity conservation and subsistence livelihoods). Defor-
estation and land degradation are among the pressures on the environment that are intensified by these trends. 
For example, recent research finds that 40% of terrestrial ecosystems have now been transformed to agricultural 
land [12]. The area harvested for soybean crops alone has doubled in the last 30 years, while oil palm production 
has expanded rapidly—from 4.2 million ha in 2000 to 7.1 million ha in 2009 in Indonesia alone [13]. Coastal 
wetlands continue to be lost at the rate of about 100,000 ha per year, while dry land plant productivity is in per-
sistent decline [12]. Global forest loss, while slightly slower than in the 1990s, remained at 13 million ha per 
year from 2000-2010 [14]. These changes reflect a particularly acute convergence of rising human demands for 
a finite resource base.  

Anticipating the outcomes of these environmental changes—and acting to mitigate or avoid them—requires 
an improved ability to identify root causes of human-driven global change. In particular, better understanding 
the interactions between drivers of environmental change and their influence on specific pressures on land could 
help inform policy decisions to more effectively alleviate these pressures. However, an improved understanding 
of causality and complex interactions by itself is not enough to motivate such decisions. Enhancing communica-
tion among scholars, practitioners and decision makers, and fostering an accessible and deeper mutual under-
standing of this improved knowledge, is also crucially important. 

The twin goals of understanding complex interactions and effectively conveying them to policy makers, edu-
cators and the public can be facilitated by the strategic use of visualization techniques. Moreover, we argue that 
such techniques could help address some of the challenges facing sustainability scientists and the integrated en-
vironmental assessment community (i.e., linking scientific analysis with policy narratives). This paper employs 
a series of conceptual diagrams—building on the Kiviat or “spider chart” technique—to display and analyze re-
lationships between multiple drivers and pressures on land. The analysis presented here grew out of the process 
of developing the Land and Drivers chapters of UNEP’s fifth Global Environment Outlook (GEO-5) assessment. 

This paper takes on three tasks. First, by adapting and applying the Kiviat diagramming method to the prob-
lem of drivers and pressures, it contributes to the development of techniques for effectively visualizing, investi-
gating and communicating complex human-environment interactions. Second, by analyzing specific sets of in-
teractions between drivers and pressures in terrestrial systems and overlaying them to identify patterns, it pro-
duces insights that could help to inform improved policy strategies for sustainable natural resource and land 
management.  

Finally, developing this work through the GEO-5 process creates an opportunity to reflect on the possibilities 
of leveraging a collaborative, integrated environmental assessment process to advance research beyond the spe-
cific mandate for which it was convened. The analysis presented here adds to a growing body of research that 
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suggests that mechanisms that enhance communication, mutual understanding, integration and engagement on 
both ends of the producer-user knowledge spectrum have a crucial role to play in improving the interface be-
tween science and policy with respect to global environmental change. 

2. Environmental Drivers, Pressures and Global Environmental Change 
A range of large-scale integrated environmental assessments (IEAs) have studied the current state of ecosystems 
and their future capacity to deliver key services for humans while maintaining natural functions in the context of 
global environmental change e.g., [15]-[18]. Each of these assessments and the analytical frameworks behind 
them assert that understanding the driving forces (or “drivers”) of change is a precondition for managing human 
influence on the environment. Moreover, the effectiveness of interventions to mitigate adverse impacts, they ar-
gue, depends not merely on identifying correlations but also on understanding the causal mechanisms linking 
specific actions to environmental outcomes.  

The challenge is that the impacts of human activities do not occur in a simple, linear manner. Altered ecosys-
tems—the result of interactions between humans and their environs—are almost always caused by multiple, in-
teracting drivers [11] [19] [20]. 

Drivers are important to understanding and managing natural resources and environmental problems for many 
reasons. First, they exert influence on environmental conditions. Drivers are defined as underlying factors or 
forces that—together with actors’ decisions—lead to pressures, seen as proximate influences on environmental 
change [10] [21]. For example, if conversion of land to agriculture is a pressure, then demand for agricultural 
products can be considered a driver. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment describes two analogous categories 
of global driving forces along a spectrum of influence. “Direct” or proximate drivers are seen to yield an un-
equivocal effect on environmental processes or an ecosystem, while “indirect” or underlying drivers operate 
more diffusely by influencing one or more direct drivers [15] [19] [22]-[24]. Most drivers operate synergistically. 
In the case of land cover change resulting from agricultural conversion, population growth, economic develop-
ment, and globalization could all be considered relevant drivers that exert varying degrees of influence on both 
the processes and outcomes of land cover change. Similarly, technological advances can stimulate the rate of 
economic development, and vise-versa.  

Second, drivers do more than account for known pressures. They can combine in time and space in novel 
ways to create new pressures and influences. For example, the combined forces of technological advancements 
and new consumption patterns resulted in the explosive growth of the mobile phone industry and other compact 
electronic devices in the 1990s, leading to a surge in demand and sudden price boom for the mineral ore “coltan” 
(columbite-tantalite). This in turn led to dramatic excavation activity in the eastern Democratic Republic of the 
Congo where large concentrations of coltan were found [25]. Lucrative revenue streams from rebel-controlled 
mining enclaves were in turn used to finance the long-standing violent conflict and perpetuate (at least indirectly) 
ongoing insecurity in the region [26]-[28]. This has resulted in environmental consequences that go beyond the 
direct impacts of the mining operations [29].  

Third, drivers can combine to create dynamic patterns of pressures that in turn give rise to systemic interac-
tions—across spatial, temporal, and institutional scales. For example, concerns about climate change impacts, 
including increased crop vulnerability and food insecurity, gave rise to climate policies which included man-
dates for increasing the use of biofuels such as ethanol and biodiesel. The resulting demand for agricultural 
goods as fuel feed stocks generated a cascading set of pressures, including crop diversion, which drove up food 
prices and in turn increased food insecurity [10] [30]. In this respect, the high inertia and path dependencies 
typically associated with drivers can give rise to different obstacles to effective action. The complex evolution of 
US farm policy, for example, has produced a system that favors the production of both ethanol and unhealthy 
foods—through its history of subsidies for “overproducing” corn and other “low-cost” commodity crops—and 
has thereby amplified existing policy challenges in changing long-term health trajectories including the child-
hood obesity epidemic [31] [32].  

Finally, drivers are important targets of policy innovation. GEO-5 asserts that policy interventions that look 
beyond sectoral issues, and are instead designed and framed to target drivers, could conceivably reduce pressure 
across a range of environmental problems simultaneously and achieve co-benefits. As such, the study of drivers 
is attracting greater interest.  

Environmental drivers are influenced by variable policies. For some drivers, the dominant existing policy 
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mechanisms actively encourage outcomes that increase pressure on the environment. Examples include eco-
nomic growth and trade. Success of mainstream policies with regard to these drivers generally leads to higher 
resource and energy use. For other drivers, the dominant policy mechanisms encourage outcomes that reduce 
environmental pressure. Examples include conflict and weak governance. Success of mainstream policies with 
regard to these drivers can ease competition over resources and create conditions that favor the development and 
implementation of long-term environmental management plans. For still other drivers, there are no significant 
policy mechanisms at work, one way or the other.  

Understanding the interactions between drivers, and their influence on pressures, remains a major challenge. 
Research has typically focused on the emergent consequences of drivers and pressures on ecosystems, not on the 
effects of changed ecosystems on drivers and pressures—thus addressing only one part of a feedback loop. 
Meanwhile, policy interventions tend to focus on pressures—through responsive courses of action—even though 
transformational change and the transition to a more sustainable world is more likely to be achieved by influ-
encing underlying drivers of change [10] [33] [34]. Stirling [35] contends that in order for a more reflexive or 
anticipatory style of decision-making and intervention to succeed, drivers (and pressures) must be framed in 
tractable ways such that they offer specific moments, modes and loci for action. Engaging this notion, however, 
creates both the predicament and the challenge of differentiating between drivers and pressures—which are in-
herently conditional—and partitioning their properties and characteristics in relation to real-world instances. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the integrated environmental assessment (IEA) research community has struggled to 
define such discrete, clear delineations between where a driver ends and a pressure begins [10] [19] [36]. Hence, 
GEO-5 conceptualizes drivers and pressures as parts of a continuum rather than as mutually exclusive or collec-
tively complete domains. The process by which the set of drivers and pressures used in this analysis was derived 
is explained in Section 4.2 (Procedure: step 1).  

Various conceptual frameworks exist for organizing drivers and pressures and these have been applied in dif-
ferent assessments. In the global environmental change community, the DPSIR framework—Driving forces, 
Pressures, State, Impacts, and Responses—has been widely accepted and commonly used in IEA (Figure 1). 

Devised in the mid-1990s, initially as a visual model to help decision makers see the impacts of political 
choices [37], DPSIR has evolved into an analytical tool to facilitate investigations of the causal interplay be-
tween determinants of change and proposed responses; it has subsequently been applied to several disciplinary 
areas including sustainable development [38]. While the DPSIR framework has been praised for its simplicity, it 
has also been criticized for being too linearly constrained. With insufficient capabilities to account for the dy-
namics of the systems it models, it has been described as both poorly suited for representing complex interac-
tions and overstretched in its empirical application [39]-[42]. Svarstad et al. [39] identify a series of “discursive 
biases” of the framework, concluding that it lends itself to a limited range of perspectives and “discourse-selec- 
tive” understanding of complex issues. Others have raised questions about DPSIR’s lack of methodological 
structure, or rigor, which they suggest has led to multiple interpretations and an inconsistent attribution of indi-
cators across the framework’s five components [43]. 

Ultimately, such organizing frameworks are useful to help nurture differentiated understandings and to foster 
 

 
Figure 1. Simple DPSIR framework in the IEA context.       
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better communication, but by themselves, are insufficient to perform hypothesis testing or to systematically and 
comprehensively examine a wider range of drivers. These challenges compel a broadening of tools and tech-
niques that can at once help address systematic analysis of drivers (and pressures) and serve to bridge complex 
information across different actors and disciplinary groups. Applying such “knowledge-intermediary” tools (as 
we will call them in this paper), through collaborative processes such as GEO—where different actors come to-
gether to understand environmental problems and contending pathways for decision-making—we argue, could 
offer possibilities to address certain tensions and communication challenges at the science-policy interface. 

3. GEO and the Integrated Environmental Assessment Process 
In line with its mandate of keeping the global environment under review, UNEP coordinates integrated envi-
ronmental assessments—consultative and participatory processes—that inform environmental decision-making 
and aim to facilitate interaction between science and policy. Five Global Environment Outlook (GEO) assess-
ment reports have been produced by UNEP, in 1997, 1999, 2002, 2007 and 2012. Each has analyzed environ-
mental state and trends at the global and regional scales, described plausible outlooks and formulated policy op-
tions. The fifth and latest iteration, GEO-5: Environment for the future we want was launched in June 2012 
alongside the second Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro. Building on previous assessments, GEO-5 suggests a shift 
in the analysis and framing of problems and responses, emphasizing interventions that employ a more reflexive 
approach and strategies that are less circumscribed in their ambitions to engage with underlying driver. 

The goal of the GEO process is to ensure that enviromental problems and emerging issues of international 
significance receive adequate and timely consideration by researchers, governments and other stakeholders. 
Given the complexity of global environmental issues and their interactions with society, a structured approach 
that includes political processes and the economic system is crucial. In its most basic form, the Integrated Envi-
ronmental Assessment (IEA) process brings together knowledge from a wide range of scientific disciplines and 
stakeholders, so that integrated insights are made available to decision-makers. The IEA process provides a par-
ticipatory, structured approach to linking knowledge and action. The framework for the IEA recognizes two key 
domains of the Earth System: human society and the environment. Over time, GEO has developed an increas-
ingly integrated approach to environmental assessment, through the use of indicators and reporting [44]. 

The character and environmental policy orientation of IEAs have shifted dramatically in recent years. The 
makers of IEAs are now expected to address more complex problems, diverse audiences and varied time hori-
zons than ever before. Even as researchers increasingly appreciate the complexity and interconnectedness of en-
vironmental problems, the number of separate international environmental agreements has proliferated and the 
institutions responsible for administering them have become increasingly fragmented, thus complicating even 
further the task of IEAs to provide a clear link between science and policy in the environmental domain [45]. 
Although the messages are becoming more complex, IEAs must still find accessible ways to communicate them 
if they are to fulfill their goal of informing policy makers. Hence there is much to be gained from adopting visu-
alization tools that can distill and help interpret dynamic patterns. The Kiviat or “spider chart” technique pre-
sented here represents one such visualization tool. Its potential contributions and caveats are discussed in the 
following sections. 

4. Methods 
4.1. Kiviat Diagraming 
We propose a methodological approach inspired by the Kiviat diagramming technique to illustrate and analyze 
the relative influence of key drivers on selected pressures on land. Kiviat diagrams, also known as spider charts 
or spider-webs, display multivariate data in the form of two-dimensional line graphs consisting of a sequence of 
axes, or spokes of equi-angular position, where each spoke represents one factor of the analysis [46]. The length 
of each spoke (defined by a data point) is proportional to the influence or magnitude of the relevant variable or 
factor relative to the maximum possible influence of the variable across all data points plotted. 

For example, if we consider eight separate factors—in this case, drivers of environmental change—the result-
ing diagram would have eight distinct spokes or axes (Figure 2). The relative value assigned for each distinct 
factor (i.e., the eight drivers) for each entity of interest—in this case, a selected pressure on land—is plotted on 
the appropriate axis. Data points are then connected to form patterns that represent the entity under investigation 
(i.e., the pressure on land). The resulting multi-vector diagram thus turns a complex, multivariate entity or prob-
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lem into a simple presentation; where a user is able to visualize critical dependencies and analyze how multiple 
variables could interrelate. 

Originally conceived in the 1970s as a classification tool to support performance evaluation in the field of 
computer engineering [47], the Kiviat method has since been extended and applied to a variety of research 
problems oriented towards multivariate, pattern-analysis. In recent years, common uses of the technique have 
facilitated investigations including: performance metrics of competitive athletes; quality management improve-
ments in organizations; evaluating design attributes in integrated supply chains; and testing large high perform-
ance computing systems e.g., [48]-[51]. 

Here we present an empirical application of the Kiviat method with the goal of understanding and navigating 
the dynamic interactions between drivers of global environmental change and pressures on terrestrial ecosystems. 
Building on the method described above, we map multiple entities—land pressures—and superimpose them on 
the same diagram. Finally we interpret the rendered Kiviat shapes, reflecting on possible interdependencies that 
could suggest where targeted responses might meet, exceed or fail expectations for co-benefits in relation to the 
given land pressures. 

We draw on narratives developed in the GEO-5 Land chapter to help choose which combinations of pressures 
to analyze, and to guide the interpretation of critical interdependencies. The limitations, advantages and possi-
bilities of our modified Kiviat approach are discussed in Sections 5 and 6. 

4.2. Procedure 
In the following sections, we outline the process we used to produce our Kiviat diagrams. This can be summa-
rized in four steps: 

1) Selecting the drivers and pressures 
2) Standardize performance definitions  
3) Rate each performance category/assign values 
4) Plot, overlay and interpret the results 

 

 
Figure 2. Hypothetical Kiviat diagram depicting eight distinct factors of influence.  
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4.2.1. Define Categories: Selecting the Drivers and Pressures 
The first step was to create the analytical categories—in other words, to select the variables (underlying drivers) 
and entities (pressures on land) under investigation. The specific categories of drivers and pressures were gener-
ated inductively from preliminary discussions among GEO-5 expert working groups and emerging storylines of 
priority pressures on land. Authors of the Drivers chapter derived an initial list of priority, high-level drivers of 
change, informed by previous assessments (including past GEO reports) and modified to fit current thinking. 
Through an iterative process, expert working groups of each thematic chapter (Atmosphere, Land, Water, Bio-
diversity, and Chemicals and Waste) debated and compiled a list of environmental pressures of greatest concern 
to their respective themes. Provisional lists were then shared between working groups prior to the first produc-
tion and authors meeting to stimulate cross-pollination of ideas, insights and synergies. In the end, we arrived at 
eight underlying drivers and 21 pressures for the Land chapter, of which six pressures were extracted for this 
analysis. 

4.2.2. Standardize Performance Definitions 
The degree to which a given driver influences a selected pressure on land is displayed as a point along the ap-
propriate axis. Deriving these measurement scores (0 to 5) required that we normalize the factors (i.e., the se-
lected drivers) to a standard performance definition. Table 1 presents the drivers considered in this analysis and 
their basic characteristics, including possible effects, key interactions and the direction of dominant policy  
 
Table 1. Characteristics of selected drivers of environmental change1.                                              

Driver Definition Major effects Key interactions Dominant policy  
tendency 

Population 
growth 

Increase in human 
population 

Increases demand for food, 
energy, materials 

Effects mediated by levels 
of consumption, resource 
efficiency, technology 

Direct policies relatively 
rare; can be either direction 
(one-child policy vs. child 
bonus payments) 

Economic 
growth Increase in GDP Usually increases resource and 

energy use 

Stimulated by population 
growth, consumption, 
technology, trade 

Encourage further growth 

Technology 
Technological advances; 
new ways of doing things 
become possible 

Can increase resource efficiency 
(e.g. LED lights) or intensify 
environmental damage (e.g. 
mechanical forest harvesters) 

Affects economic growth, 
consumption, trade and 
their impacts 

Incentives for advancing 
particular kinds of 
technology depend on policy 
priorities 

Consumption 
Increase in per capita 
resource use (food, water, 
energy, materials) 

Increases resource extraction, 
agricultural production, industrial 
processing, energy use 

Generally increases with 
higher GDP per capita 

Most encourage further 
consumption; some 
efficiency measures 

Urbanization 

Increased concentration of 
human population in cities 
and towns; expansion of 
urban areas 

Can increase consumption 
through diet and lifestyle shifts; 
can also encourage resource 
efficiency (e.g. mass transit) 

Affects patterns of 
consumption and 
interaction with technology 

Economic and social 
policies incentivize living in 
urban or rural areas; zoning 
and urban planning affect 
land use 

Trade/ 
globalization 

Increased international 
trade; long distances 
between places where 
resources originate and 
their products are consumed 

Increases transportation of goods; 
can obscure signals of 
environmental degradation; 
impacts of production occur far 
from where demand originates 

Interacts with economic 
growth, consumption, 
technology; presents 
governance challenges 

Trade rules encourage 
particular forms of trade 

Conflict Increase in armed conflict 
and/ or social instability 

Can intensify competition and 
resource extraction; interferes 
with implementation of rules; 
reduces security of land tenure 

Can be influenced by 
inequality, climate stress, 
weak governance 

Seek to reduce conflict 

Weak 
Governance 

Absence of political 
accountability, due process, 
legal institutions 

Difficult to enforce resource 
access rules or implement 
long-term management plans 

May co-occur with conflict Seek to reduce failure 

 

 

1GEO-5 identifies population and economic development as two major drivers with particularly strong influence on systemic interactions. 
Other drivers include technology, urbanization, globalization and trade, values, conflict and governance. The pressures that these drivers ex-
ert can include resource extraction, land use change, land degradation, and modification and movement of organisms. 
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tendencies. While these are summarized in aggregate, there are important regional and other variations in both 
the policy tendencies and the effects of these drivers that we kept in mind during the scoring exercise as well as 
the interpretation and analysis of the results. Once performance definitions were established, we scaled the 
ranking intervals—testing a few options—to arrive at levels that could show an appropriate range of influence. 

4.2.3. Rating Performance Category and Assigning Values 
Given the findings of GEO-5, particularly those emerging from the Land Chapter, we reflected on the relative 
influence of each driver on each pressure, assigning a qualitative value from 0 (virtually no influence) to 5 (very 
strong influence). For each variable, the relative influence was assessed independently by individual authors of 
the Land Chapter. Responses were then brought together, discussed and negotiated, again through an iterative 
process of reflective dialogue and shared learning.  

4.2.4. Connecting the Dots: Plotting, Overlaying and Interpreting the Results 
In constructing the Kiviat diagrams, rankings (from the table) are plotted along the relevant axes. Lines are then 
drawn to connect the points on the adjacent spokes, and the resulting polygon shape—which in our analysis sig-
nifies a specific pressure on land—is then shaded. Superimposing multiple entities (pressures) by plotting them 
on the same graph revealed patters that allowed us to identify possible interdependencies and derive preliminary 
insights into where policy responses might best be targeted to alleviate environmental pressures. The interpreta-
tion of results is discussed in detail below. 

5. Results and Discussion 
This section presents the results of our analysis and discusses the insights it contributes to the three tasks identi-
fied in Section 1: identifying patterns of interaction between drivers and pressures for specific forms of envi-
ronmental change related to land; assessing the strengths and limitations of the Kiviat technique for this type of 
analysis; and commenting on the role that this tool can play in supporting integrated environmental assessments.  

5.1. On Drivers and Pressures 
The world’s forests have long been under serious duress. In recent decades, tropical forest landscapes in par-
ticular, have faced disproportionate pressures due to various competing demands for productive land for agri-
cultural commodities, meat consumption, palm oil production, and rising global demand for wood products. In 
the first Kiviat diagram (Figure 3) we consider three land pressures related to forests that are featured in the 
GEO-5 Land chapter: the expansion of large-scale oil palm plantations; commercial timber extraction—both 
regulated and unregulated—for wood and pulpwood products; and the production of traditional biomass  
 

 
Figure 3. Overlaid Kiviat diagrams for large-scale plantations, commercial timber extraction and tradi-
tional biomass.                                                                        
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(fuelwood and charcoal). While all three pressures produce similar outcomes—deforestation and forest degrada-
tion—they are driven by markedly different combinations of processes that operate and interact at multiple 
scales. 

Generally speaking, pressure on forests due to traditional biomass production is conditioned by fewer factors 
(or underlying drivers) that exert stronger relative influences—namely, population growth, urbanization trends, 
conflict or insecurity, and to a lesser extent technology. Rapid urbanization in developing countries coupled with 
high price elasticity and inadequate access to modern fuels has strongly influenced household energy demand, 
with a pronounced shift from fuelwood to charcoal; by some estimates a one percent increase in urbanization 
leads to as much as a 14% increase in charcoal consumption [52]. Given that charcoal, unlike fuelwood, is typi-
cally produced from intact natural forests, from a deforestation perspective this substitution trend is disconcert-
ing; especially when many urban and peri-urban forested areas lack adequate forest management systems [53] 
[54]. This situation raises important questions regarding mainstream energy policies that place an over-emphasis 
on household income to explain fuel choices (i.e., the “ladder model”) and whether such postulations, as some 
researchers suggest, misleadingly imply that a socioeconomic move up to a new “superior” fuel is simultane-
ously a move away from traditional biomass fuels [55] [56]. 

The aggregate pressures from commercial timber extraction and oil palm plantations on the other hand, are 
affected by a wider variety of factors with moderate degrees of relative influence, resulting in more diffuse 
Kiviat patterns. While enabling conditions and country circumstances vary, a growing body of evidence sug-
gests that key barriers impeding the effective implementation of policies and interventions designed to address 
large-scale forest loss are symptoms of deeper deficiencies in global markets, trade structures and governance 
[57]-[59]. And as such, the latter two pressures, characterized by a dominance of commercial versus subsistence 
incentives are conditioned by several common critical drivers: weak governance, economic growth, and global-
ization and trade. In this sense, a convergence of interests between dominant actors—foreign and domes-
tic—who stand to benefit from market distortions and “problematic” governance tendencies could be understood 
as a critical dependency and partial explanation for some of the complex and context-specific factors that are 
often unmitigated by policy interventions. This analysis resonates strongly with a key narrative in GEO-5 which 
suggests that distorted incentives and financial pressures (encouraged by a global economic system based on the 
pursuit of perpetual growth) have exaggerated the short-term returns from deforestation at the expense of natural 
capital [10]. 

Contrasting the current policy discourse on REDD+ (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest 
Degradation2) against these results also reveals interesting signals about enabling factors consistent with the lit-
erature e.g. [60]-[63], particularly that the efficacy, equitability and viability of REDD+ requires a stronger em-
phasis on safeguards against governance failures, conflict and instability in forest dependent-communities 
(stemming largely from restricted access to land), as well as preventing perverse incentives from the market and 
trade. 

In the second Kiviat diagram (Figure 4) we consider three pressures based on simultaneous increases in de-
mand for food, feed and biofuels. While all of these act to intensify competition for arable land, there are impor-
tant differences in the processes at work.  

This analysis finds that the production of food crops is more strongly affected by population growth than by 
any other driver. Demand for staple foods is generally less elastic than that for animal products and biofuels, 
meaning the total consumption of food crops remains closely linked to population. However, processed foods 
represent one way to increase the per capita consumption of some crops, particularly corn and sugar [64] [65].  

Demand for animal products—meat, dairy and eggs—varies more as a function of income, expressed here as 
stronger influence from the economic growth and consumption drivers. Livestock production creates pressure on 
land resources in (and downstream from) places where ranching and intensive livestock raising occur, as well as 
where crops are produced for feed. For example, the total area harvested for soy, an important feed crop, 
roughly quadrupled over the 30-year period up to 2009 [13]. 
  Governance and trade are seen as the most influential processes driving the increased production of biofuels. 
This reflects the crucial role that quantity-based biofuel mandates have played in creating markets and incentives 
for expanded biofuel production [66]. It also reflects the challenges that subsequent policy measures such as 
“sustainability criteria” and voluntary certification have faced in attenuating the environmental impacts of  

 

 

2REDD+ is a financial mechanism—currently being negotiated under the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change—to shift the in-
centives from deforestation and land use change, a significant factor of emissions, to forest conservation and sustainability [62]. 
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Figure 4. Overlaid Kiviat diagrams for production of food crops, animal products and biofuels.      

 
widespread production of feedstocks such as sugarcane, corn, oil palm and soy [67]. Biofuel production has also 
been driven by technological advances that enable new ways of deriving biofuels and the ability to use them in a 
wider range of engines. Urbanization and consequently higher liquid fuel consumption also play a role. 

Does this set of results suggest a strategy for intervention that could reduce pressure on land from food, feed 
and biofuel production simultaneously? This analysis resonates with Smith et al.’s [11] assertion that further 
policies addressing the primary drivers of competition for land (population growth, dietary preference, protected 
areas, forest policy) could significantly contribute to reducing competition for land. Population, economic 
growth and consumption have broad influence on food, feed and biofuel production, making them potentially 
attractive areas for intervention. However, these drivers are attached to deep-seated normative values and ad-
dressing them directly can be very difficult. In such cases indirect leverage points can be used to approach un-
derlying drivers. For example, initiatives to improve education and technological capacity can reduce impacts 
linked to population growth, while resource efficiency strategies can help to curb some impacts of increased 
consumption and economic activity. 

5.2. On the Use of the Kiviat Technique 
The preceding diagrams explore the interactions between drivers and pressures of environmental change at a 
global level. How well suited is the Kiviat technique for this task? The “spider webs”, through the patterns they 
revealed, opened up a way of thinking about potentially synergistic policy interventions and trade-offs that did 
not otherwise find their way into the GEO-5 discussion. Moreover, generating the “spider webs” through an it-
erative process of reflective dialogue and mutual learning, as we have done, enabled an integration of different 
vantage points and illuminated, for example, new insights into less-obvious systemic interactions and possible 
feedbacks. However, the illustrative and analytical contributions of this exercise should not be confused with 
predictive power or nuanced explanation. Working at such a high level of aggregation and abstraction inevitably 
masks important differences in the political and institutional context in different locations and across scales. The 
Kiviat diagrams as applied here also cannot account for crucial place-specific social factors. While the global 
analysis presented here should not be generalized to local circumstances, we believe the same technique could 
be applied—with similar caveats—to analyze interactions at other scales. 

Many drivers and pressures interact in unpredictable ways. While it may be impossible to completely avoid 
unintended consequences within complex systems, visualization techniques such as this one may help to better 
understand patterns of interaction and anticipate possible synergies and frictions.  
Of course applying this method—on any complex system with high uncertainty—comes with limitations and 
warrants further study. One particular risk of Kiviat diagrams is that users may interpret the area of a graph as an 
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indicator of the magnitude of impact associated with a given pressure. However, this is not accurate. If a local-
ized pressure is strongly influenced by several drivers, it may generate a diagram with a greater area than a 
pressure with aggregate impact of continental proportions, if the latter is strongly influenced by fewer drivers. 

5.3. A Knowledge-Intermediary Tool for IEAs 
Based on the work presented here, we argue that the Kiviat exercise offers a unique conceptual tool for depicting 
and communicating complex relationships. Both a strength and limitation of the Kiviat diagramming exercise is 
this power to represent complex interactions at a glance. While the ability to recognize patterns through shapes 
could help non-specialist audiences or decision makers to rapidly take in the results of a collaborative assess-
ment process, the Kiviat exercise (and resulting diagrams) should serve as an entry point for dialogue and mu-
tual learning, rather than be interpreted as a prescription for desirable courses of action.  

To this end, using this technique, as we try to show in this paper, can facilitate visualization of information in 
a way that supports intuitive interaction; stimulates and assists the analysis of causality in complex systems; and 
enables a way of communicating patterns that allows users to appreciate unpredictable interactions. Moreover, 
the Kiviat technique can evoke a productive interaction between actors—by collectively capturing, interpreting 
and visualizing multiple layers of analysis—that inadvertently exposes important assumptions and biases linked 
to people’s values, beliefs, policy orientations, cultural practice, and experience and expertise.  

Taking these assertions a step further, we propose that the Kiviat exercise could provide an accessible and 
potentially valuable “knowledge-intermediary”3 tool at the science-policy interface addressing critical contem-
porary issues that require productive interactions among science, society and policy (i.e., making science-based 
information more effective components of societal discourse and public policy action). If strategically applied, 
for example during the framing and problem analysis stages of future Integrated Environmental Assessment 
processes, such an exercise could enable new opportunities to address certain barriers and broken bridges at the 
science-policy interface, not least the need for improved communication and engagement. Bridging science and 
policy (or practice), in virtually any context, involves a variety of actors and institutions, possible pathways, a 
complex web of interactions, and thus, by necessity, mutual responsibility towards a convergence of interests 
[65] [68]. The value of engaging a wider spectrum of knowledge types into scientific investigations of environ-
mental change and land degradation is well recognized [69]. In the IEA context, “boundary” organizations that 
engage with more than one major community of knowledge and practice (e.g., UNEP) have faced formidable 
challenges in reconciling the inherent tensions and diverging motivations at the science-policy interface [45]. 
These are often amplified during the later phases of the knowledge production process. Jones et al. [70] suggest 
that a key friction exists between the need to encourage specialized expertise versus efforts to “democratize” 
knowledge, so as to deepen the engagement of certain actors. Thus agreement is emerging from a growing lit-
erature [68] [71]-[76] that suggests that improving productive interactions among science, society and policy in 
the 21st century will require a new generation of integrated tools and approaches that emphasize “two-way” 
communication and that facilitate improved dialogue and better engagement on both ends of the producer-user 
spectrum in co-generating actionable, evidence-based policy responses.  

This paper has argued that the Kiviat diagram technique can help in understanding and communicating mul-
tivariate relationships, and arrived at this conclusion through a process that was set up to produce an integrated 
environmental assessment—GEO-5. It is worth reflecting on parallels between the content and the process of 
such an undertaking. Integrated environmental assessments are expected to address profoundly complex, 
multi-faceted problems and—crucially—to do so through a process of collaborative knowledge production in-
volving large teams with diverse geographical, cultural and disciplinary backgrounds. Complex interactions are 
thus a feature of the process of conducting an integrated environmental assessment as well as its subject material. 
While this paper has discussed the contribution of the Kiviat technique in terms of visualizing, understanding 
and communicating causality in complex systems (drawing on discussions that had already occurred in the con-
text of GEO-5), it is also worth considering the possibility that this technique could be used to help guide and 
focus problem analysis during the course of future IEA processes. 

 

 

3Use of the term knowledge intermediary here borrows from and builds on the work of Jones et al. [70] [74] regarding the critical role of in-
dividuals or institutions at the science-policy interface—beyond information provisioning—toward facilitating and brokering a mutual un-
derstanding between research and policy communities through more effective and inclusive dialogue. 
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6. Conclusions 
This work has presented a conceptual tool to stimulate and support the analysis of causality in complex systems 
in general, and land systems in particular. It has identified clusters of drivers with relatively strong influence on 
particular combinations of pressures, acknowledging both the importance and difficulty of addressing multiple 
drivers in an integrated way.  

We argue that this technique is well suited for stimulating collective thinking, discussion and deliberation 
about causality in complex systems and the links between science and policy. While it can help identify areas 
where policies targeting particular drivers or combinations of drivers might produce synergistic benefits, it does 
not help answer the difficult question of what kinds of policy measures would be feasible or acceptable in spe-
cific contexts. 

Finally, we have shown how applying this exercise as a knowledge-intermediary tool could contribute to in-
tegrated environmental assessments, and (relatedly) enable improved communication and inclusive dialogue 
between the science and policy communities—keeping in mind caveats related to nuance, unanticipated out-
comes, political-institutional context and scale. 
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